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A. Event Background/Context 

 

Regenerative business is a new investible sector in forest economies: it goes beyond sustainability 

and actively renews valuable and vulnerable landscapes. Regenerative business is the future, where 

forest entrepreneurs will see in regenerative businesses – not just for profit, but also for social and 

environmental goals. 

 

Regenerative business models are crucial to tackling global warming, protecting species against 

extinction, creating jobs and building social and economic resilience to future shocks. But they are 

still in their infancy. The challenge is to get to scale. Right now, companies have expressed their 

interest and looked for opportunities to transition to net zero emissions, including in the land use 

sector. Transitioning to a more sustainable food and land use system will require capital to be 

reallocated from the “old” food and land use economy into the new one – with over $300bn new 

investment needed every year. The good news is that such investment could generate $4.5 trillion 

annually in new economic opportunities by 2030.  

 

Join this Session to learn about Indonesia’s commitment towards regenerative nature, food and 

forestry practices in the country. Indonesian Chamber of Commerce and Industry (KADIN) has 

championed a new initiative called “Regenerative Forestry Business” which aims to raise 

knowledge, facilitate dialogue, and promote solutions for its business members on regenerative 

forestry opportunities.  

 

Together with Packard Foundation, KADIN jointly organize this Discussion to share current 

opportunities in Nature Positive and Regenerative Forestry Business as well as the challenges, 

especially from the policy, implementation, and financing side. The event aims to cover: 

• How regenerative forestry can act as one of the basis solutions to the nature, food, carbon, 

natural capital challenges 

• Exposure to best practices that could motivates stakeholder and investor to a more nature and 

community friendly financing of nation’s food system. 

• Identifies concrete solutions for tackling climate change (including but not limited to policies 

and actions) through sustainable financing system that prioritize free-deforestation food and 

forestry business practices. 

 

B. Guest & Participants  

• Corporates, Policy Makers/ Government, Philanthropies, Investors, Think Tanks/Academia, 

NGO 

 

 

 



 

C. Event Objectives 
The Regenerative Nature, Food, and Forestry Business Session is meant to showcases a more 

equitable financing model to invest on nature positive and regenerative business model.  

• Provide clear messages on the urgency of action, pathways to change, and the need for 

integrated, collaborative approaches 

• Launch reports of the Regenerative Forestry Business Opportunity and Recommendations to 

enable more investment in nature positive and regenerative models 

• Provide an interactive platform for diverse voices to respond, recommend and announce 

commitments to unlock more capital for nature and food. 

• Showcase concrete pledges from business community and invite more companies to pledge 

towards investing/implementing in regenerative forestry 

 

D. Schedule and Venue 

Day  : Sunday 

Date  : 13 November 2022 

Time  : 15:00 – 16:30 

Language : English 

Venue  : Mengwi Rooms, Bali Nusa Dua Convention Center (BNDCC) II  

Space availability is limited at the venue. Session could be enjoyed online via zoom. 

 

E. Rundown: 

 

Time Activities 
15:00 – 15:05 Welcoming audience by Mr. Soewarso, KADIN and APHI 

representative 
15:05 – 15:10 Keynote speech by Mr. Alue Dohong, Vice Minister of Indonesian 

Ministry of Environment and Forestry 
15:10 – 15:20 Regenerative Forestry Business – Key findings of Business Cases 

and Policy Recommendation by Lembaga Ekolabel Indonesia 
15:20 – 15:35 Challenges and Innovative Solutions for Financing Regenerative 

forestry Business – Key findings of the report by Herianto Pribadi 
(Bicka Consulting) 

15:35 – 16:10 Panel Discussion and Responses from Various Representative: 
“How Business Leaders and Non-State Actors Can Contribute to 
Driving Regenerative Forestry Business” 
 

1. Mr Budi Martokoesoemo, Advisor to the Indonesian 
Environment Fund (BPDLH) 

2. Leonardus Herwindo, President Director of Indika Nature 
3. Nienke Stam, Global Sustainable Finance Landscape 

Director, IDH  
4. Gita Syahrani, Head of Secretariat of LTKL 

 
Moderated by Widharmika Agung, Partner at SYSTEMIQ 



 

16:15 – 16:25 Interactive dialogues with the audience (Q&A direct & slido) 
16:25 – 16:30 Closing remarks and concrete pledges by Mr. Soewarso, KADIN 

and APHI representative 
 

 


